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ABSTRACT

CONTENT

To me, ecology implies a dynamic system controlling all living species and their
physical environments. And architecture should be a component of a more
heterarchical system that regulating the balance between human and nonhuman species. Architecture design is not seen as a process that stresses human
power but as a set of intellectual and social practices towards a more symbiotic
and sustainable future.

Introduction

The three-semester post-professional program (M.S.AAD) has introduced
multiple perspectives linking architecture and ecology. The studios and elective
courses have built up a framework between ecology and architecture in five
dimensions: waste, material, data visualization, structure, and Climaticism. At
the same time, I think architecture should be designed not only scientifically
but also aesthetically. So I was also trying to achieve a sense of beauty and
interactive experiences from the ideas of waste reusing, material discourse, data
visualization and projection, structural optimization, and climatic design.
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Introduction

Ecology and Data Visualization

Architecture and Ecology

Data visualization tools provide an interactive way to communicate information efficiently and clearly to
the audience. Architecture facade as a medium for digital information storage and representation could
shifts the fixed physical environment to a dynamic one with people's real-time engagement and thus
optimize their decision making and reshape their behavior.

To me, ecology implies a dynamic system controlling all living species and their physical environments.
And architecture should be a component of a more heterarchical system that regulating the
balance between human and non-human species. Architecture design is not seen as a process that
stresses human power but as a set of intellectual and social practices towards a more symbiotic
and sustainable future. We need to shift our focus away from purely functional approaches and
superfluous forms towards one that is more sensitive and interactive to the ecological environment.

Nowadays, people's behavior relies heavily on apps and online data instead of the urban atmosphere.
When we are looking for food on the street, most of the time, we will decide where to go and what to eat
based on the app, but not based on the windows that displaying goods or the facade decorations. Through
the studio "MAP to MEASURE," our team considered if the building facade itself could be an urban
interface like an app to send and receive messages with people and establish a network between social
and urban atmosphere.

Ecology and Waste
Many materials sent to recycling facilities are never recycled and are instead sent to landfills or
incinerators. These materials are untapped resources, available for reuse. The idea to transform nonrecyclable waste into building materials could be a new way to drive our design process. Through the
reCYCLO studio, I was trying to understand the life cycle of denim jeans. I found that most people only use
denim jeans for one year while it has an average three-year life span. Most of the denim jeans go into
the recycling process or landfills before being fully utilized, but the producing process consumes excessive
water and energy. In this situation, the project aims to help to recollect the jeans and make full use of the
recycled jeans before it is sending to waste treatment plants for disassembling. The jeans were treated
as a new architectural element and designed through several aggregate methods, which finally became a
temporary pavilion. The zippers, labels, and rivets will be removed after the pavilion is dismantled, which
helps the treatment plants to get pure cotton.

Ecology and Materials
Material exploration could change the practice of architectural design more ecologically. Extending
material properties helps create multi-purpose products that could be fabricated into a surface. This
multi-functional surface, as a new architectural element, could save space and energy and create
playful and interactive experiences. Through the "Design Inquiry and Material Critique studio," my
group members and I inquired on synthetic resin fiber within the aspects of properties, fabrication, and
additives. We eventually discovered three possibilities of using additives to extend its properties within
the architectural realm: magnetism, light, and encyclopedia. We could use magnets powder as additives
to magnify the fiber and use fluorinated polymer as an additive to create an optical function (direct light
from LED light bulbs with little energy but retain the color of light inside the fiber for a long time). Thus,
the multi-function fiber product could be weaving into a surface that could have interactive movements
with people through magnetism instead of electricity. And at the same time, it traps the color from LED
light bulbs at the end to create different lighting effects. Moreover, we find most of the daily life materials
could be cast into the fiber through the extrusion method, which could create an encyclopedia for
scientific observation, both educating and entertaining.
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Window displaying the information

Apps showing the information

The strategy is to use building information projection as a medium to exchange information between
outdoor activities and indoor dining activities. Real time-live image of the indoor activities and the kitchen
conditions will be projected out on the exterior facade. We also design interaction games for people
waiting outside, and the body movement will be transferred into data to affect the indoor lighting. The
interactive media facade with sensors is a way to efficiently connect the exterior activities with the indoor
environment, creating a poetic atmosphere.

The Indoor time-live video pops up when specific human movement happened outside
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Learning from the research and form-finding process, the pavilion's final structural system includes a basic
supporting system and a kinetic "roof tent" on top. Thick columns are broken into several bunches of thin
tubes that combined by hexagon steel-framed latex membranes to achieve the height and aesthetics. The
tubes with membranes serve as a basic system that supporting the kinetic "roof tent," which could rotate
after adding loads. The entire elastic structure could poetically react to various environments—the height
of the pavilion changes by the weather. More specifically, it could change by the amount of rainfall and
snowfall during rainy and snowy days. The pavilion has an ability to resilience in response to weather and
creates a romantic atmosphere for people to stay.

Comparison between three “shell” structures

Thickness:
About 40 inch

57.4ft

105 feet

Thickness: 7.9 inch
32.5 feet
Thickness: 2 inch

13.8 feet
63 feet

72.2 feet
Section 01

Not Very Rational
Taichung Opera House

Taichung Opera House

Section 02

Partly Rational
Meiso no Mori Municipal
Funeral Hall

Meiso no Mori Municipal Funeral Hall

13.1 feet

4.7 inch
63 feet
Section 03

Rational
Armadillo Vault

Armadillo Vault

After understanding the rational and irrational idea through the comparison of shell structures, I was
trying to challenge the fixed rational structure with the concept of deformation. Through the researchbased studio "Rational Form Making", I mainly focused on the resilience of deformation and how it
could be implemented rationally in kinetic structural design. The membrane test model for the Dance
Pavilion shows the elastic ability of fabric, which creates a dynamic and robust connection when adding
loads in specific directions. The series of column models test the buckling effects by manipulating
materials, column diameters, and column numbers. The results show that six thin steel wires combined
with hexagon join plates have the ability to deform and bounce back. The following process of formfinding starts from enlarging the elastic column system, cutting out the inelastic parts, manipulating the
connection type of each bunches of columns, and finally adding the surface to the combined system.
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Ecology and Climaticism
Global warming is profoundly transforming our societies. It is, therefore, interesting to reflect on
developing a practice that based on "meteorological design," uses light, temperature, humidity, and
pressure to achieve sensorial spatial and experiential qualities.
Through the "College Of Climaticism Studio," I was working on evaporation, which links to relative
humidity, ventilation, and evaporation cooling for architecture. The traditional building uses air handling
units to control the relative humidity, which the controlling system, the environment, the building
envelope, and the human body inside are separated. The idea of the new building is to create a seasonal
passway on top of the waterfall and a series of indoor and outdoor spaces within three layers that
traps the water vapor inside the space as a free resource for humidity management. Building envelops
function as humidifiers or vapor barriers determined by the material vapor permeability. The program
management method is driven by activity intensity, which related to human respiration and perspiration
(the different amount of vapor within the air affects the air pressure and helps to form natural ventilation
blowing the humid air out). In this way, the environment, architectural space, and the human body work
together to control, display and let people really feel the art of humidity.
Ithaca has abundant natural water resources to utilize with its beautiful waterfall sceneries. I consider the
building as an extension of a seasonal bridge and incorporate the idea of climate college, which functions
as art studios. Specifically, it uses natural material and recycled material to advocate people to produce
human-made products against mass-production. The natural materials like clay, wood, cotton, and dried
plants require various relative humidity for storage and processing. Thus the studio spaces for each
material are arranged in a series of indoor and outdoor spaces where their humidity decreases gradually.
The core outdoor area are sculture garden and art craft markets where humidity decrease from the
bottom platfrom to the top. As people pass by or linger over, they could feel the evaporation effect during
summer with moist and cooling atmosphere, and enjoy the beauty of mist that bluring the landscape.
During winter, the top passway and outdoor area will provide a relatively warm and dry envronment for
people to view the waterfall scenery.
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Ecology and Waste

The idea to transform non-recyclable waste into building materials could be
a new way to drive our design process. Through reCYCLO studio, I was trying
to understand the life cycle of denim jeans. I found that most people only use
denim jeans for one year while it has an average three-year life span. Most
of the denim jeans go into the recycling process or landfills before being fully
utilized, but the producing process consumes excessive water and energy. In this
situation, the project aims to help to recollect the jeans and make full use of the
unworn jeans before it is sent to waste treatment plants for disassembling. The
jeans were treated as a new architectural element and designed through several
aggregate methods, which finally became a temporary pavilion. The zippers,
labels, and rivets will be removed after the pavilion is dismantled, which helps
purify the cotton fibers for recycling.

Denim to Pavilion

Architectural Potential

Recovery

Natural
Resources

Cotton
Production

Disposal

Landfill

Fabric
Production

Second-hand
Sale

Garment
Manufactureing

Consumer
use and care

Transportation

A+E: reCYCLO: Architectures of Waste
Ecology & Waste: Denim to Pavilion
Supervisor: Caroline O'Donnell & Dillon Pranger
Type: Individual Design
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A+E: reCYCLO: Architectures of Waste
Ecology & Waste: Denim to Pavilion
Supervisor: Caroline O'Donnell & Dillon Pranger
Type: Individual Design
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Denim to Pavilion
Ecology
and Waste
Denim to Pavilion
Turning Recycled Denim Jeans Into a Pavilion
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The Axonometric View

The Aggregation and Disposal Process

Textile
Products

Disposal

Denim
Insulations

Waxing
Firber Inflation

Combination

Combination and Aggregation

Rivets
Pure
Cotton

Zippers
Labels
Seams
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Ecology and Material

Bienmandado Red

Material exploration could change the practice of architectural design more
ecologically. Extending material properties helps create multi-purpose products
that could be fabricated into a surface. This multi-functional surface, as a new
architectural element, could save space and energy and create playful and
interactive experiences. Through the "Design Inquiry and Material Critique
studio," my group members and I inquired on synthetic resin fiber within the
aspects of properties, fabrication, and additives. We eventually discovered three
possibilities of using additives to extend its properties within the architectural
realm: magnetism, light, and encyclopedia. We could use magnets powder as
additives to magnify the fiber and use fluorinated polymer as an additive to
create an optical function (direct light from LED light bulbs with little energy
but retain the color of light inside the fiber for a long time). Thus, the multifunction fiber product could be weaving into a surface that could have interactive
movements with people through magnetism instead of electricity. And at the
same time, it traps the color from LED light bulbs at the end to create different
lighting effects. Moreover, we find most of the daily life materials could be cast
into the fiber through the extrusion method, which could create an encyclopedia
for scientific observation, both educating and entertaining.t lighting effects.
Moreover, we find most of the daily life materials could be cast into the fiber
through the extrusion method, which could create an encyclopedia for scientific
observation, both educating and entertaining.

A+D: Design Inquiry & Material Critique
Ecology & Materials: Bienmandado Red
Collaborator: Mengyi Yan, Tongyu Zhang
Supervisor: Laia Mogas, Jorge Duro
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A+D: Design Inquiry & Material Critique
Ecology & Materials: Bienmandado Red
Collaborator: Mengyi Yan, Tongyu Zhang
Supervisor: Laia Mogas, Jorge Duro
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Synthetic Resin Analysis

Magnetization
Magnetic powder

Magnetize

Magnetic Web
N
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Ferrimagnetism is
exhibited by ferrites
and magnetic garnets.
T h e o l d e st k n o w n
magnetic substance,
magnetite (iron(II,III)
oxide; Fe3O4), is a
ferrimagnet.

The fiber becomes magnetic after magnetizer, and it is
weaven into a entire web with the north pole on one side
and the south pole on the other.

N
S
F

F

S

S

N

N

This magnetic field is invisible but is responsible for the
most notable property of a magnet: a force that pulls on
other ferromagnetic materials, such as iron, and attracts
or repels other magnets.

Direct Lights

LED Light with Solar Panel

Infrated
Infrated
Single Light

Rainbow Light

Beam Spliter

Ultraviolet
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Additive

Extrusion
Electrode

Magnets Powder

Fluorinated Polymer

Air Pressure
inlet of the
inner chamber
Rubber
band

Fine
Fiber
Solution

Particle
Solution

(powder)

(saw dust)
Coffee ground

Air Pressure
inlet of the
outer chamber

Inner and outer
polymer solutions

Beads
Shredded paper
Grass

Metal powder
D = 2.5mm

Concrete powder

D = 5mm

Fragment
Solution

Raw
Material
Solution

(ropes)

(insects)

Pencil
Outer
chamber outlet

Daily life materials as encyclopaedia

Assembling

Inner
chamber outlet

D = 7.5mm

Straw
Rope

Magnetization

D = 10mm

Flea
Mosquito
Bee

Fiber
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Irregular Shaped Fiber Modules
Attached together with Melted Edges
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Weaving

Using magnetizer to make single fiber magnetic.
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Magnetism
When the optical-magnetic fiber weaving system
applies to the interactive wall, it gives people a
sense of playfulness and visual variation. By using
wearable magnetic devices, people can play with
the wall.

Electrode

Air Pressure
inlet of the
inner chamber
Rubber
band

Air Pressure
inlet of the
outer chamber

Inner and outer
polymer solutions

Outer
chamber outlet

Encyclopedia
People can also draw the web closer and see
the objects inside the thread. The wall opens
up an encyclopedia in front of the audience,
which includes everything from organic objects
to microscale composite —it is scientific yet
entertaining.

Inner
chamber outlet

Possibilities - Encyclopaedia & Magnetism & Light

Light
When the optical-magnetic fiber weaving system
is connected with LED light system, the fiber
could conduct light creating a colorful shining
background that could be used for parties and
music performances.
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Ecology and Data Visualization

Data visualization tools provide an interactive way to communicate information
efficiently and clearly to the audience. Architecture facade as a medium for
digital information storage and representation could shifts the fixed physical
environment to a dynamic one with people's real-time engagement and thus
optimize their decision making and reshape their behavior.
Nowadays, people's behavior relies heavily on apps and online data instead
of the urban atmosphere. Through the studio "MAP to MEASURE," our team
considered if the building facade itself could be an urban interface like an app to
send and receive messages with people and establish a network between social
and urban atmosphere. The strategy is to use building information projection as
a medium to exchange information between outdoor activities and indoor dining
activities. Real time-live image of the indoor activities and the kitchen conditions
will be projected out on the exterior facade. We also design interaction games for
people waiting outside, and the body movement will be transferred into data to
affect the indoor lighting. The interactive media facade with sensors is a way to
efficiently connect the exterior activities with the indoor environment, creating a
poetic atmosphere.

A+U: MAP to MEASURE / MEASURE to MAP
Ecology & Data Visualization:Dinning With Data
Collaborator: Mengyi Yan, Tongyu Zhang, Qian Xiao, Jingyan Ma
Supervisor: Biayna Bogosian
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Dinning With Data

INTERIOR DATA INPUT

EXTERIOR
INFORMATION

Restaurant Menu
Basic Information
Waiting Time
Average Price
Sneak Peak of Kitchen
Interior Environmrnt

EXTERIOR DATA INPUT
Pedestrian Movement
Human Interaction
Outdoor Temperature
Street Noise

INTERIOR
INFORMATION

Video: https://youtu.be/5gdEpcp86EQ

A+U: MAP to MEASURE / MEASURE to MAP
Ecology & Data Visualization:Dinning With Data
Collaborator: Mengyi Yan, Tongyu Zhang, Qian Xiao, Jingyan Ma
Supervisor: Biayna Bogosian
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Working Flow

Restaurant Information Within Urban Context

How can interactive façade projection affect consumer experience and urban streetscape?
The project aims to create a dynamic interaction between street life and indoor dining by designing an interactive facade system with illumination and projection. Real time-live videos of the indoor activities and the kitchen
conditions will be projected out on the exterior facade. Interaction games are designed for people waiting outside, and the body movement will be transferred into data to affect the indoor lighting.

The Exterior Projection Effects
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Restaurant Typology

Food Truck

Outdoor Burger Stand

Pizza Shop

Hot Pot Restaurant

Fine Dining

Data

Interior Interactive Projection - Lightning & Games
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Ecology and Structure

The Resilience

Ecological architecture, in terms of the building structure, highlights the
collaboration between architecture and structure design with rationalism.
The idea of rationalism incorporated in the design process could drive new
possibilities of form-finding and achieve aesthetics. The Rational Form Making
studio starts from rational and irrational form studies and understanding
close integration between the structural concept and architectural form. The
project concept is Learnt from the idea of resilient membrane structure and
deformation, which aims to make use of resilience instead of building a stable
structure. To achieve the height and asethetics, the project breaks the strong
columns into several bunches of thin columns that combined by hexagon steelframed latex membranes. The columns with membranes serve as a basic system
that supporting the kinetic 'roof tent,' which could rotate after adding loads. The
height of the pavilion various from different weathers, and it could change by
the amount of rainfall and snow load during rainy and snowy days. The pavilion
has an ability to resilience in response to weather and creates a romantic
atmosphere for people to stay.

Optional Studio: Rational Form Making
Ecology & Structure: The Resilience
Supervisor: Angela Pang & Yoshiyuki Hiraiwa
Type: Individual Design
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Optional Studio: Rational Form Making
Ecology & Structure: The Resilience
Supervisor: Angela Pang & Yoshiyuki Hiraiwa
Type: Individual Design
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Research Study: Tanzbrunnen Köln - Frei Otto

Model Study - Tension Force

180 feet

6 Lattice steel masts

103 feet

A

A

OR

High Points Cables

Tension Cables

Plan

The main focus of the research is the resilience of deformation and how it could be implemented rationally in dynamic
structural design. The membrane test model for the Dance Pavilion shows the elastic ability of fabric, which creates a
dynamic and robust connection when adding loads in specific directions.

33 feet

Low Points Cables
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Coated translucent cotton canvas

A-A Section
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Column Study - Reducing Buckling Effect

Model Study - Buckling Effect

The series of column models test the buckling reducing effects by manipulating materials, column diameters, and column
numbers. The results show that six thin steel wires combined with hexagon join plates have the ability to deform and bounce
back.

Wood

Wood

Wood

Aluminium

Aluminium

Steel

Column Study - Reducing Buckling Effect

34.2 ft

Pin Joint
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Research Study - Taichong Opera - Toyo Ito

Model Study - The Tube

Weak

Research Study - Taichong Opera - Toyo Ito

Strong

Model Study - The Tube

Sección longitudinal / Longitudinal section

Planta tercera. + 16.15 / Third floor plan. + 16.15

Spatial Consideration

Planta segunda. + 11.85 / Second floor plan. + 11.85
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172

More Rational Structure

→→ Detalle de alzado Sureste (seccionado) / Sectioned detail of Southeast elevation

173
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Form Finding

Basic System

Stable

Extending Surface

Group Combination

Rotation

Kinetic

Snow as load
Kinetic Roof

Thick & Heavy
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Thin & Light

Supporting System

35

Site

The Dynamism

Beebe Lake

The final structural system of the pavilion includes a basic supporting
system and a kinetic “roof tent” on top. Thick columns are broken
into several bunches of thin tubes that combined by hexagon steelframed latex membranes to achieve the height and aesthetics. The
tubes with membranes serve as a basic system that supporting the
kinetic “roof tent,” which could rotate after adding loads. The entire
elastic structure could poetically react to various environments—the
height of the pavilion changes by the weather. More specifically, it
could change by the amount of rainfall and snowfall during rainy and
snowy days. The pavilion has an ability to resilience in response to
weather and creates a romantic atmosphere for people to stay.

1

2

1-Kinetic Roof
2-Supporting System
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Section

39.4ft(12m)

36.8ft(11.2m)

31.8ft(9.7m)

25.3ft(7.7m)
19.6ft(6m)

1

1

a
b

2

4

c
1 Aluminum sheet
a Φ90 Steel Colunm
b 20mm Steel Board
Column Footing Section Detail
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Footing Detail Plan

c Embedded Steel Plate

1
3

2 Φ25 Steel Ring
3 Latex Membrane
4 Φ90 Steel Colunm
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Ecology and Climaticism

Through the "College Of Climaticism Studio," I was working on evaporation,
which links to relative humidity, ventilation, and evaporation cooling for
architecture. The traditional building uses air handling units to control the
relative humidity, which the controlling system, the environment, the building
envelope, and the human body inside are separated. I propose to make use
of the natural vapor resources and think about how the human body (which
means human respiration and perspiration) and the permeability of architectural
material could be responsible for humidity control.
The idea is to create a seasonal passway on top of the waterfall and a series
of indoor and outdoor spaces within three layers that traps the water vapor
inside the space as a free resource for humidity management. Building envelops
function as humidifiers or vapor barriers determined by the material vapor
permeability. The program management method is driven by activity intensity,
which related to human respiration and perspiration (the different amount of
vapor within the air affects the air pressure and helps to form natural ventilation
blowing the humid air out). In this way, the environment, architectural space,
and the human body work together to control, display and let people really feel
the art of humidity.

Optional Studio: The College Of Climaticism
Ecology & Climaticism: The Art Of Humidity
Supervisor: Philippe Rahm & Ryan Otterson
Type: Individual Design
40

The Art of Humidity

Building Humidity Management Comparison

Humidifer
vs.
VS.

1
2
3
Traditional Building Humidity Management: Air Handling Units

1-Human Respiration and Perspiration
2 -Material Permeability
3-Natural Resources

Optional Studio: The College Of Climaticism
Ecology & Climaticism: The Art Of Humidity
Supervisor: Philippe Rahm & Ryan Otterson
Type: Individual Design
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Research of Human Respiration and Perspiration

Research of Architectural Materials

Dry
Air

Sitting 100gram/h

Talking 150gram/h

Aerobics 600gram/h

Light Exercise 300gram/h

Humd
Air

The amount of water vapor people exhale is basically proportional to the intensity of the exercise they take, forming
an airflow from dry to the humid area that helps to exhaust the humid air (if they arrange the activities in a linear
increment way without any other affecting factors considered).

10m by 10m Mock-up Design
There are three types of material in terms of its water vapor permeability: permeable, semi-permeable, and impermeable. I
try to use these different materials to construct building surfaces within three layers for controlling the vapor diffusion inside
the building, which forms the seasonal bridge as the temperature for each layer are affected by evaporation cooling.

Humid Air

Out
Humid Air

100m by 100m Mock-up Design
Winter Bridge

Impermeable

Spring/Autumn

Semi-permeable

Summer Bridge

Permeable

In
Dry Air
Dry Air
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Concept - Three Vapor Resources for Humidity Management
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Concept - Three Layers
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Ithaca Humidity Map

Site Analysis

Rocky Fall

Fall Creek
Beebe Lake

College of Architecture,
Art, and Planning

College of
Architecture, Art, and
Planning

N

Site Photo - Rocky Fall

N

Program

Indoor Studio

Winter Outdoor Exhibition

Winter Bridge

Winter Outdoor Exhibition

Classroom

Summer Bridge
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Summer Outdoor Market

Indoor Studio

Winter Bridge

Classroom

Outdoor Studio

Outdoor Studio

Summer Outdoor Market

Summer Bridge
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Section

Limestone

50

Timber

Cotton&Linen

Clay

Branches

Dried Plants
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Section

Gravels
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Clay

Cotton&Linen

Cardboard

Timber

Limestone
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Core Area Section Perspective
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Ventilation Simulation

8.75

7.50
Cold Fresh Air

Cold Exhausted Air
6.25

Warm Fresh Air

Warm Fresh Air

Cold Fresh Air

Cold Exhausted Air

5.00

3.75

2.50

1.25
Velocity M/s
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Fourth Level Floor Plan

Second Level Floor Plan

Small Group Study Room Office

Lobby

Small Group Study Room

N

Indoor Lime Stone Studio

Office

Cafe

Lobby

Indoor Limestone Studio

Indoor Limestone Studio

Classroom

Indoor Timber Studio

Office

Cafe

Winter Market

Classroom

Outdoor Dried Plants Art studio

Indoor Textile Studio

Outdoor Clay Studio

10m

N

10m

N

10m

First Level Floor Plan

Outdoor Dried Plants Art studio
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Outdoor Dried Plants Art studio

10m

Third Level Floor Plan

N

lecture Hall

Office

Classroom

Summer Market

Outdoor Clay Studio

Indoor Textile Studio

Small Group Study Room Indoor Limestone Studio
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Indoor Gallery Interior

60

Winter Bridge Interior

61

Summer Studio Interior
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Vapor Corridor Interior
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Envelope Permeability Detail Drawing
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80mm Light Steel Frame

80mm Light Steel Frame

300mm Steel Beam

300mm Steel Beam

250mm Light Steel Stud

80mm Expanded Polystyrene, bead

60mm Wooden Keel

80mm Spray Polyurethane Foam

2mm Aluminium Sheet, partially perforated

300mm Light Steel Stud

Aluminum Foil

60mm Wooden Keel

2mm Aluminium Sheet, partially perforated

20mm Anticorrosive Wood Board

20mm Anticorrosive Wood Board
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Section Perspective

66

Exterior
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Second Nature
All artworks could be defined as mimesis, which combines imitation and
inspiration. In my opinion, the mimetic process of painting the same picture 15 times
from A5 size to A1 is an imaginative act, not a mere representation, which is more
stimulating rather than reflecting. Reflecting means copy and mirror while stimulating
means finding yourself through the process of imitation. The creative changes could
occasionally happen or on purpose by using different materials and tools, interpreting
the picture from different perspectives, and the paintings are also affected by different
feelings and emotions while I paint. I realized that from A5 to A4 painting series, I focused
mainly on the object and painting skills, trying to achieve the smoothness. From A4 to
A3, I focused more on proportion and composition as well as the abstraction of objects
and color. I divided the painting into three parts, the sky on the left side, the tree on the
right side, and the bottom part. And I also abstracted the sky with geometric contour
lines. From A3 to A2, I concentrated on the sense of space, struggling between depth and
flatness. From A2 to A1, I thought more about the color and atmosphere. The sky became
blurring, and the purplish tone rendered the scene as an afternoon recreation moment
while the early versions are more bluish, which seems like morning scene.
I realized I treat the paintings as an entirety at first and disassemble it as the size grows
larger. Eventually, I build all the elements up again when painting the A1 version. My
understanding of the painting shifted from objective analysis to subjective interpretation.
Despite the reference material changed from electronic copy to printing version that
affects the color, I found myself unconsciously painting the picture with a brighter
color because I preferred it to be a sunny morning scene. Even I noticed the color of
the original painting is dark, brownish, and purplish, I still couldn't make a huge change
because my personal preference always made me deviate from
the original color.
As I was more familiar with the original painting, the reproducing process became more
creative. The paintings were more like reflections and projections of my feeling and
mindset during various periods. The A3 series looks similar in color since I painted all
the three in one day. However, the tone and atmosphere changed from A2 to A1, as
each painting had a one-week interval, especially the A1 version, in which I was trying to
avoid my personal preference and make the color as original as possible. Interestingly,
the subjective feelings towards an immutable object are always changing in different
time and space. In this way, I could regard every painting I made as an original version to
myself, but a copy version to the painting itself.
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What counts as "self" is dynamic and context-dependent......"
------ Scott, Gilbert F.; Sapp, Jan; Tauber, Alfred I. "A Symbiotic view of life: we have
never been individuals."
The world is a symbiotic network consisting of the interactions between its
components. The symbiotic relationship between the human body and the physical
environment is under a dynamic and reversible process from unbalanced to
balanced. What kind of role architecture plays within this interactive and dynamic
system? How could architecture help to evolve the system within the context of
globalization and digitalization? These are the questions I will keep thinking about
in the future.
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